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The Biodiversity Audit Approach:
Using Biodiversity Data
to Inform Management
of Natura 2000 Sites



Breckland Region 1020 km2

 Drier climate
 Sandy, low-nutrient soil
 Important biodiversity
 EU Natura 2000 Sites
 Historic human land-use

Gleys

Fen peat

Well drained sand 

Damp loams or clay

Calcareous soils

Dry loamy soils
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Breckland covers 1020 km2, just 0.04% of the UKPlateau dissected by rivers flowing East to West: LARK, L OUSE, WISSEY East Anglia is the driest part of the UK and within this, Breckland has colder winters and nights compared to the rest of lowland England The region has light sandy soils, that are droughty and low in nutrients                compared to the ‘good sand’ region to the north, clays to the east and south-east and fens to the west) MOST IMPORTANTLY             – it was one of the first areas of Britain to be settled by farmers, 6000 years ago, and has had long history of Dynamic Changing Human Land-UuseIt is this interplay of climate, environment and PEOPLE that have shaped its unique and distinctive biodiversityPeople have always been aware that there are a number of Mediteranean and Steppe species, such as the Spanish Catchfly, that are found in Breckland but dont occur anywhere else in the UKGLACIATIONSc. 400,000 yr BP Anglian glaciation a glacier moved East across the region, depositing a blue-grey till rich in chalk and igneous clasts, followed by an interglacial period with estuarine deposits.c. 250,000 years BP the Gipping advanceIce came from the North leaving a lighter a more chalky till which was extensively leached during the following interglacial. c. 20,000 years BP During the last Weichselian (Devensian)glacial the ice only reached the North Coast of East Anglia, Breckland was not covered but was subject to intensive periglacial activity and wind blown deposition of sands from the floor of what is now the North Sea.



Breckland SPA – 3 Bird Species

Burhinus oedicnemus

© Paul Hobson

Lullula arborea

Caprimulgus europaeusDoes management for 
these 3, support other 
important biodiversity?
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SPAs, EU SpecsBut what other BD?



SAC (7,548 ha) – ‘EU Habitats’

• What is ‘Favourable Condition’?

• What management to fund?
• What are we managing for?
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SAC habitats, all are artificial human madeHow manage?Mimick history?What is ‘favourable condition’



LandscapeBiodiversity

What biodiversity ?
Where is it ?
How to mange ?
(needs for multiple 
taxa)

Evidence-based
Simplified guidance
Spatial targeting
ES-BD trade-off

The Biodiversity Audit Approach

Integrated groups of species 
Cost-effective delivery
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Integration between species led approach and landscape / ES scale2)	What Biodiversity:We talk about Biodiversity but generally don’t know what this really meansDesignated species are a small fraction, but how many species are there?Objective comprehensive analysis - which should be prioritised?3) 	What are their ecological and management requirementsDo the few figurehead spp represent the requirements of the swathes of unconsidered rarities?But with S42 species and rarities numbering in the thousandsNeed to avoid a proliferation of hundreds of spp action plansDEFRA – direction of travel – to simplify to landscape and ES approaches4)	How to integrate across multiple taxaSimplified prescriptionsTrade off ESWhere are these speciesMapping allows spatial targettingRESULTIntegrated Cost EffectiveExperts are key



Stakeholders: FC, NE, Norfolk & Suffolk Biodiversity 
Partnerships, Brecks Partnership, NBIS, SBRC, Plantlife, 

County Wildlife Trusts, Butterfly Conservation, Buglife

>800,000 Species Records
Advice from 80+ Expert ‘Amateurs’

Taxonomist & Manager workshops: validating records, identifying regional 
specialists, discussing requirements, prescriptions and outcomes
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Partnership approachI hesitate to use phrases such as participatory, citizen science or “Big Society” but these are all relevantOnce you know what the Biodiversity is, and what it needs, You can compare this to current managementAnd if this is done collaboratively with those delivering biodiversity, Change is immediateIn the six months since we completed the Biodiversity Audit for Breckland a whole range of projects and initiatives have begun to take it forwardsCRUCIALLY – based on an integrated approach, through civil societySpecies audit =  What where requirementsCollate records, Quantify biodiversity, Identify prioritiesBiological recording centres, NBN, but also societies, individualsUnderstanding and knowledge – documented but also huge wealth of knowledge in peoples heads and notebooks – Approach – integrate to define cross-taxa guilds for delivery of multiple species by habitat based prescriptionsLINK REQUIREMENTS TO MANAGEMENT ACTIONS NEEDED TO PROVIDE THEMLand Managers:Management understanding, options and their outcomesIdentify uncertaintyExamine mechanisms for deliveryRECOMMENDATIONSManagement prescriptions, gaps in understanding and research needs



12,845 species

2,149 priority 
species 

(BAP / S41, Nationally Rare, 
Regionally-restricted)

What ‘Biodiversity’?

72 regional 
specialists
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What we did was to collate all the available records for all the species and find out what was presentTo date we have examined two regions:Breckland – c1000kmsq, renowned for inland dune systems and steppe and mediterranean species found nowhere else in UKEN BAP lists Bio-Regional audit ASTONISHING – BIG NUMBERS – animate overlayTerrestrial inverts = 15; FW inverts = 7Give factoidsEg 500 priority beetles



Grazing

Ungrazed nectar

Wind-blown sand

Scrub

Bare ground

Compaction
Major 

disturbance

• micro-habitats
• vegetation structure
• ecological processes
• management actions

Heather

Sward mosaics

How to Manage?
Niche, Resource, Process
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Species need structures and processesHabitats are an artificial concept, accidents of human landuse history and of our artificial classification of vegetation types48 micro-habitats & structures, e.g. deadwood, broken turf28 ecological processes, e.g. intensive grazing, poaching. Strong focus on conservation management techniques



Multi-taxa Management GuildsMatch & Mis-match in Management
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By Considering ecological requirements, groups species with similar management requirementsManagement within individual parcels….But also shows important of CHANGE, fluctuation (scrub, grazing flux) not STABILITYAnd thinking across landscape elements (Landscape complexity)Allows us to quantify the management needs of regional BD, shows MATCH AND MISMATCH====Disturbed ungrazed conditions – 144 priority sppFortuitiously delivered by ES cultivated margins, though the focus there was primarily on vascular plantsCurrently not known if this also delivers the large numbers of invertebrates, or whether those would do better from maintaining these conditions on neglected brownfield sitesOn grazed sites, use of physical disturbance and variable grazing could deliver a potential 439 speciesThis best practice is rare, and is not applied on the majority of the heathland resourceFor most sites managed under ES agreements, only 81 spp would benefit (20%)Over all terrestrial spp, 82% are not considered by current ES management=(135+81)/1237



Evidence Supports ‘Best Management’

Arenocoris waltli RDB2, reg. 

‘Management’: Disturbed + Grazed
- 149 priority spp., 35 regional
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Long been recognised that many Breckland specialists and coastal spp require intense gzq and bare soilNow quantified this:149 priority spp, 71 RDB, 35 specialists + 38 BAPErodium – rare bugs feed on seeds [e.g. Arenocoris falleni, Odontoscelis lineola both Nb]e.g. Hemiptera Arenocoris waltli Specialist (1ary stronghold) thought to be extinct = last record = 1993Approximately TWICE the numbers of priority spp  that require grazing but do not require disturbance [83, 40 RDB, 16 special 17 BAP]which is provided for by grazing + disturbance anyway, suggesting all grazed sites should also be disturbedWell represented by BAP (38)



Biodiversity Audit

Cost-effective, evidence based

£ 4.2 Million for 4 SSSI’s (490 ha, 20 yr @ £430 ha-1.yr-1) 

SAC feature = veg composition
Inappropriate prescriptions 

Priority biodiversity damaged

Supports just 7% of 1,237 priority terrestrial species

Mis-match: ‘Best Management’ Not Widespread
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Best practice was not being carried outPublic money used poorlyPartly as wrong prescription on the heath, Again coming back to focus on plant community and narrow understanding of historypartly as focused primarily on the heath – again neglecting land use history=====Horn, Weather, Berners, DMGTotal = 490 ha20 years at 430/ha/yr (HLS rate)SAC feature – drives objectives for delivery



‘Best Management’ Rolled-out

1,879 ha, 278 km
open-habitat 
connectivity network

2,300 ha (SPA, SAC) 
EU ‘unfavourable’ condition
HLS, £6.5 M (10 year)
260 ha ground-disturbance
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2,300 ha Military Grass-Heath (incl. areas of SPA, SAC) condition = ‘unfavourable’ or ‘unfavourable recovering’



The Biodiversity Audit Approach:
Summary

• Stakeholder management questions
• Biodiversity data:
• What species, but also…
• Distribution, management needs (ecological processes, 

niche)
• Citizen science & expert knowledge of stakeholders
• Define integrated ‘Management Guilds’
• Evidence-base for better management
• Cost-effective support for priority biodiversity
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Integration between species led approach and landscape / ES scale2)	What Biodiversity:We talk about Biodiversity but generally don’t know what this really meansDesignated species are a small fraction, but how many species are there?Objective comprehensive analysis - which should be prioritised?3) 	What are their ecological and management requirementsDo the few figurehead spp represent the requirements of the swathes of unconsidered rarities?But with S42 species and rarities numbering in the thousandsNeed to avoid a proliferation of hundreds of spp action plansDEFRA – direction of travel – to simplify to landscape and ES approaches4)	How to integrate across multiple taxaSimplified prescriptionsTrade off ESWhere are these speciesMapping allows spatial targettingRESULTIntegrated Cost EffectiveExperts are key
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